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Room for 4 with fighter-like handling and a fabulous view out to enjoy the scenery = perfection.

EVOLUTION OF THE SPECIES
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Large NACA intercooler duct distinguishes Sling TSi.

The latest version of the phenomenally
successful Sling series is the Sling 4 TSi.
Such has been the demand that it has

proud. The D6 came to be called the Sling 2 and it achieved worldwide
acclaim when it was successfully flown around the world via the
Oshkosh Airventure in 2009 and TAF went on to do two further worldrounding epics plus numerous other long trips with the Sling 2 and 4.
The Sling 4 TSi has had a long gestation – especially for The
Airplane Factory which has shown itself able to create an all new

taken us almost a year to do a proper

plane and then just roll it out the hangar and fly it around the world.

flight test review and air to air photo

its round the world flight within a mere 20 days of being completed.
After its triumphant return the first Sling 4 was steadily refined. A
big change was to move the wing back and so improve longitudinal

sortie.

T

They accomplished this with the very first Sling 4, which launched on

stability, plus a wide range of other subtle changes. This developed the
Sling 4 into a genuine four seat plane with remarkable performance.
Its ability to haul four adults in reasonable comfort over 700 nm at 125
HE Sling range of aircraft have deservedly been a

knots made it a worthy competitor to much bigger and thirstier aircraft,

phenomenal success and their qualities are gaining

such as the Cherokee 235 and Cessna 182.

traction worldwide. More than 80% of the appropriately

But I, and I suspect many others, always though that there was

named The Airplane Factory’s (TAF) production is now

more that could be done with the airframe. It would be perfect if it

sold outside South Africa.

could go just a bit faster. What about retracting the gear? Turns out

THE ORIGIN OF THE SPECIES
TAF founder Mike Blyth is smart – he knew exactly what the
market wanted: an easy to build aluminium plane that is safe, yet
delightfully fun and rewarding to fly.

that if you just streamline fixed gear and don’t want to go faster than
about 180 knots, it’s not really worth having retractable undercarriage
– ask Cirrus.
And then, in 2016, Rotax announced their 915iS. Unlike their
rather underwhelming 912iS, the 915 really was a big step forward.

The first Sling didn’t even have a name and so was just called the

Based on the proven concept of the Rotax 912 / 914 engine series,

D6 – for Design No 6 when flight tested in 2009 with the late great

the Rotax 915iS provides significantly more power, the best power-

Glen Dell. Since then the design has come a long way, making it a

to-weight ratio in its class, full takeoff power up to 15,000 feet and a

world-beating series of light aircraft of which South Africans can be

service ceiling of 23,000 feet. The standard Sling 4’s 914 is basically
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just a turbocharged yet still carburetted

shipped it to the USA for Oshkosh Airventure

shoot in the Cape using our photog Justin de

version of the small capacity 80 hp 912. It

2018. Then they had orders they had to get

Reuck with the wonderful Hottentots Holland

was good for 115 hp for takeoff, but still just

out – a notable one to Jaco Martinson in

Mountain backdrop.

100 hp continuous.

Swakopmund, who ordered a metallic green

And so, on a Monday afternoon in March,

The 915 is a different animal. Rotax

TSi to match his fleet of trucks and Maclaren

I finally got to fly the definitive Sling 4 TSi, in

started with the larger 1352cc 100hp 912ULS

supercar. Then Rotax issued an AD on the

the form of TAFs new demonstrator, ZU-TSI.

and gave it a big turbocharger and intercooler

engine as an exhaust valve had broken and a

James took the left seat for the photoshoot

and proper fuel injection with multiple
redundancy FADEC. It is rated at 141 hp
max, 135 hp continuous.
To match the new engine, TAF took
another huge leap – they gave the Sling 4
an all new wing – replacing the almost 10
metre long NACA 4415 aerofoil with the
slimmer, shorter (9.54m) and thus faster
NACA 2414. For the aerodynamicists, TAF’s
James Pitman says that the rotational force
around the centre of lift on the 2414 is less
than that of the 4415, which means that there
need be less down force on the horizontal
stabiliser, which further reduces drag. The
angle of incidence of the horizontal stabiliser
was reduced from minus 1.45 degrees for
the standard Sling 4 to minus 0.8 degrees
for the TSi.
I was thrilled at TAFs announcement – as
the new engine and wing should transform the
Sling 4 from an already great little aeroplane
into a most desirable family Grand Tourer.
Perhaps TAF should have called it the Sling
4 GT.
But like the original Sling 4, the TSi
has taken a while to get right. I sampled
the first Sling TSi almost a year ago when
I challenged James Pitman to let me
personally verify the factory’s cruise speed
and economy claims for the Sling 2 Turbo.
They had the development prototype Sling
TSi at their factory at Tedderfield Airfield
which had the new engine and new wing.
A brief evaluation flight showed that the
performance was indeed very impressive,
quick check confirmed that its cruise numbers
were all I had hoped for – and more. But the

New faster wing profile and single 86 litre tank in each wing.

Guy Leitch

particularly for takeoff and climb – and a

prototype, ZU-TAD, was really a modified
Sling 4 and when I flew it, it still needed work
on its tail to balance the control surfaces to

fault had been found with a turbocharger’s oil

and showed what an accomplished formation

allow for a higher Vne and to change the tail’s

supply. Time passed, and then James told me

pilot he is on top of his many other skills as an

angle of incidence.

he was going to bring a TSi to the ‘FASHkosh’

aerobatic and instrument rated pilot, lawyer,

Finally they had the definitive Sling 4

Stellenbosch Air show. We finally had the

mountaineer and adventurer – plus doting

TSi; but then TAF put it in a container and

opportunity to do a flight test and air to air

family man.
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Guy Leitch

FLIGHT TEST

ON THE GROUND
The Stellenbosch weather was typically
blustery over the mountains, but it was a
great day to fly a brand new, state-of-the-art,
aeroplane.
On

the

walk-around

the

Sling TSi

immediately impressed with the quality of its
build; all the panels fit beautifully and flush
rivets on the front fuselage and wing leading
edge give the Sling TSi an almost compositesmooth look. Notable is the large panel on the
rear turtle deck with slotted rivet holes for the
ballistic parachute.
The

Sling

TSi

is

immediately

distinguishable by the large NACA duct on
the right side of the cowl which feeds air into
the engine’s large intercooler. TAF has done a
great job integrating this duct into the Sling’s
distinctive shark nose cowling – far better than
many of the kludge jobs I have seen with cowl
scoops on other 915 installations.
The gull wing canopy doors open high
and the dilemma of how to avoid stomping on
the pristine leather seats was resolved when
James told me to just go ahead and stand
on the seat and then slide down. These are
above all, practical planes – and one of the

Guy Leitch

Beautiful cockpit finish with a Garmin
G3X EFIS and IFR standard instruments.
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New wing allows reduced tail angle of incidence for less drag.

advantages of the gull wing doors is that, if
its raining, they do not allow in quite as much
rain as a sliding canopy.
For a small and sleek plane, I’m always
surprised by how much room there is and
what a great sense of space there is in a Sling
cockpit. TAFs steady improvement in quality
is immediately evident when I pull the canopy
closed and notice that the dual latching
mechanism is a beautifully machined system
that locks smoothly and positively.
The first time I had flown the TSI engine

Great cruise numbers - 150 KTAS at FL095 - but plan on 145 KTAS.

was as a guest of Rotax in Austria at their
press launch. I was able to sample the engine
in a number of different airframes, but it
was a bit confusing with a mix of metric and

Generous baggage bay makes TSi a Grand Tourer.

US parameters and some prototype cockpit
displays (see SA Flyer June 2018). Now I
was going to get to fly a properly sorted 915
installation, well integrated with the plane’s
Electronic Flight Instrument System (EFIS)
system.
Starting the 915iS is simple. Flip on the
two ignition lane switches and the two fuel
pumps and turn the ignition key. The Rotax
915 springs readily into life but still with the
usual clatter from the prop gearbox, even
though it has an all new and much larger
impulse damper.
FLYING THE SLING TSi
Guy Leitch

Despite the extra weight of the larger
engine, turbo and intercooler in the nose, and
the forward CofG as we were two-up with no
baggage, the Sling 4 TSi is still light and easy
to taxi with its tricycle gear and nose wheel

Large blow-out panel for ballistic parachute on rear turtle deck.

steering. I far prefer a steerable nosewheel
to a castoring one that relies on differential
braking. The prominent single brake lever on
the centre console works well and avoids the
complexity of toe brakes.
The large electrical unslotted Fowler flaps
have a rotary knob with pre-marked positions
being: Up, 1,2 ,3 and Down. With the flaps set
1 down we launched up Stellenbosch’s uphill
Runway 19.
At full power the 915 has a huge thirst
for such a small engine, sucking 48 litres per
hour. Acceleration was good, and we were at
the recommended 55 knots rotation speed
before the taxiway turnoff 250 metres from
the start of the takeoff roll. Airborne, we were
Guy Leitch

almost instantly at our Vy (best rate) climb
speed of 75 knots, indicating a healthy 1400
fpm over the vineyard trellises. The nose was
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could be expected to have trickier handling –
especially a snappier stall and in extremis be
more inclined to drop a wing and spin than
the very docile 4415 profile standard Sling
wing. I pulled the power back, thankful that
liquid cooling vastly reduces the chance of
shock cooling the engine and, with the flap
up and the nose surprisingly high, the stall
break came at the advertised 55 knots. I
forced the wing into a deep stall and tried
to keep it straight with rudder until it would
take no more abuse and gently dropped the
nose and right wing together. The recovery
just required relaxing the back-pressure on
the stick. With full flap and power off, the
nose stubbornly clawed for the sky and the
airframe shook until the stall break came at
just 45 knots – with a still gentle nose and
Rear seats are
very usable, even
for a six footer.

high and it was natural to lower the nose
to indicate 100 knots and still be climbing
skywards at over 1000 fpm
The graphics on the large Garmin G3X
EFIS made airspace avoidance for the
Firgrove ammunition factory easy. On our
way to the photo shoot, James demonstrated
just a few of the capabilities of the Garmin
G3X. The large 10.6 inch screen dominates
the instrument panel. It easily has enough
space to display all our instrument and
navigation requirements. There is even an
option for TCAS. All are integrated in the
single, multi-purpose display. A huge benefit

intelligent and smooth Garmin integrated
auto-pilot that can be programmed to
maintain altitude, direction and attitude, and
even fly a coupled approach. I am always
amazed at how much capability there is in
the new glass panels. James wants to have
this version of ZU-TSI certified for IFR and so
has also installed a certified Garmin GTN650
nav com and Garmin G5 HSI.
Thanks to the Sling’s push rod controls
rather than cables, the stick break-out forces
are light. As we orbited over False Bay my
heart sang with the responsiveness of the
aircraft, the smooth and plentiful power and
great view out. You really do feel at one with
the plane in a Sling.
I was happy for James to handle the
air to air formation work, which he did with
aplomb. The fighter-like handling of the Sling
comes into its own in this sort of precision
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into an unintentional spin.

We recovered

with barely 100 ft height loss.
FOUR SEATS AND BAGGAGE?

manoeuvring. Then, photoshoot over, James

The visibility from the cockpit is fantastic,

could not resist the temptation to show off

allowing a great view out for both pilots in the

the Sling’s agility some more. With hardly

front seats and the two passengers in the rear.

any dive to build up speed, he smoothly

There is ample space for the four occupants,

pulled the nose up and then over into a

although the weight of passengers may limit

perfect barrel roll. He has great hands and

fuel and baggage load. Empty weight of the

has frequently done Bob Hoover’s pouring

plane we tested ZU- TSI is 516 kg with a

tea upside down trick. The TSi, with its new

950 MAUW. James uses an empty weight of

shorter wing has an even better roll response

520 kg so there is a 430 kg useful load. Full

than the 914 powered Sling 4, which has

fuel of 172 litres weighs 125 kg so with the

two 400 mm extensions to the Sling 2’s wing

generous fuel tanks filled you can put 305 kg

roots.

of people and stuff in the cabin.

The new faster wing profile of the TSI

for a long journey around the world, or just
for its standard 7 hour endurance, is the

wing drop. It should be impossible to get it

Four-up and
500 nm range
at 145 KTAS at
30 lph is easy.

Even though we were just 1000 feet

best operating altitude, I explored the Sling
TSi’s speed capability. The EFIS displays
power as a percentage of total rated power
and at 82% it changes the engine management
from producing best power to best efficiency.
Thus, at 83% power the fuel burn is 35 lph while
at 82 % the fuel burn drops to 30 lph, even with
the propeller set to climb.
Thanks to the large intercooler, a typical
cruise with the TSi is 38 inches of manifold
pressure at 5400 rpm which gives the desired
82% power. From the picture of the Garmin
G3X display you can see that the true air
speed is 150 Knots, however there is also a
slight nose down attitude due to turbulence.
James says he works on 145 KTAS at 30 lph at
FL095. And this seems to be very realistic. For
the flight back to Tedderfield from Stellenbosch,
James reports that it took just 4 hours 36 from
takeoff to landing – quicker than catching a
Boeing with the attendant ennui of departure
lounges.
Returning to the circuit, I join Right
Downwind for 19. Pulling back the power to

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

above sea level, which is far below the aircraft’s

SLING

4 TSI
SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE ROTAX: 915iS
HORSEPOWER: 141hp/105kW (Turbo)
WINGSPAN: 31.3ft 9in | 9.54m
LENGTH: 23.54ft 5in | 7.175m
HEIGHT: 8ft | 2.45m
CABIN WIDTH: 45.3in | 1.15m
TYPICAL EMPTY WEIGHT: 500kg
USEFUL LOAD: 450kg
MAX TAKEOFF WEIGHT: 950kg

idle, the Sling maintains a good glide and the
great cockpit visibility proves invaluable for
Downwind and Base. I flew the approach at
a relaxed 65 knots, comfortably above the
book 48 KIAS stall speed with flaps extended.
Despite its fixed gear and large wing, the
Sling bleeds off speed slowly. With power off,
the round-out and hold-off is natural and this
great little plane flattered me with a smooth
touchdown.
The Sling 4 TSi put a smile on my face for
the entire day. This is a fantastic aircraft that
delivers a simple and rugged all metal design
paired with Rotax’s very impressive 915 TSi
engine.
The Slings have come a long way since
the early rough D6. One of the most impressive
aspects is the quality of finish. The panels fit

PERFORMANCE
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SPEED (Vne):
145 KIAS | 167 MPH
CRUISE SPEED - 9500ft 148 KTAS/170 MPH
STALL SPEED - CLEAN: 57 KIAS/66 MPH
STALL SPEED - FULL FLAPS: 48 KCAS/55 MPH
MAX DEMONSTRATED CROSSWIND:15 KTAS/17 MPH
TAKEOFF GROUND ROLL - CONCRETE: 590ft/180m
LANDING DISTANCE - BRAKED: 492ft/150m
RATE OF CLIMB: - Sea Level MAUW 1000ft/min
MAXIMUM OPERATING ALTITUDE: 18,000ft
ENDURANCE: 7 Hours
RANGE: 75% Power, 45 min Res. 750nm/1400km

beautifully, the paint job is sublime and the
standard of the interior finishes are worthy of
a supercar. And it is the performance numbers
that really blow you away. We now have a true
four-seater with a cruise speed of 145 knots at
a hugely impressive 30 litres per hour.
The Sling 4 TSI is a really fantastic little
plane – a true delight to fly, with astounding flight
instruments and responsive and delightfully
light controls that make you feel at one with
the machine. And best of all – at about R3
million ready to fly with a high specification,
it’s a worthy competitor to type-certified four
seaters that are three times as expensive to
buy and run.
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